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Do you need a Personal Trainer? 

Working with a Personal Trainer can be the best decision you make. It 

can also be a very daunting decision. In this short book I hope to 

provide you with some clarity about what you should expect from your 

Personal Trainer and benefits a Personal trainer will have in helping you 

achieve your Health and Fitness goals. I will also share with you some 

of the many reasons my clients prefer Personal Training. I hope to get 

you thinking slightly differently about your approach to your own 

Health and Fitness goals.   

In the next few pages I am going to be covering what I think are the 5 

top reasons a Personal Trainer is a great asset to have in your search for 

better health, fitness and a better physique. 

1. Accountability 

2. Needs and Goals analysis  

3. Current Body Condition 

4. Goal specific workouts 

5. Nutritional advise and eating plans 
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Accountability 

 

Our health and fitness goals are often left in our own hands, we start a 

new diet and training program with all the enthusiasm in the world but 

as time goes on this enthusiasm fades. You start missing training 

sessions, gradually the new diet starts including biscuits and chocolate 

cake and Whacky Wednesday’s. This goes on until you are all but over 

the whole thing.  

The problem is there was no accountability, no one was monitoring 

your progress, no one was at the gym waiting for you to show up, no 

one was there to get you through the program even though you were 

tired and not in the mood. When you train with a Personal Trainer, 

that’s exactly what you get, accountability. You become accountable 

not only to yourself, but also to your trainer. With your Personal Trainer 

you make a commitment to a set time and period of training, plus when 

you are paying per session, you are less likely to skip that appointment. 

Accountability also forces you into managing your time better, once 

you have made your commitment to Personal training you create an 

opening in your schedule so you don’t miss your workout. Even the 

most motivated and committed people have days they want to skip the 

gym, having an appointment with the right Personal Trainer will not 

only force you to show up, but also help switch your mind-set to 

continue down the path to your health and fitness goals on even your 

laziest days. 
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Needs and Goals Analysis 

One of the most important topics I want to talk about is the Needs and 

Goals Analysis. When joining a gym or diet and training routine most 

people have the same idea they say “I just want to lose some weight and 

be healthy” and that’s great we all want to be leaner and healthier. But 

that’s not really a goal. And this is where your Personal Trainer comes 

in. Here at G Physiques when a client joins up with us we do a Needs 

and Goals analysis with them. I ask specific questions like. 

 What are your goals? 

 Exactly how much weight do you want to lose? 

 When do you want to lose the weight by? 

 What is your reason for wanting to lose weight? 

 Are there any areas of concern or areas you want to focus more 

on? 

From these goal orientated questions we get a WHY? We get a WHEN? 

And we find out HOW MUCH?  Now the goal is much more specific 

and has a time frame and a reason to be completed. 

Next we go through a list of health and physical condition questions. 

This allows us to find out if there are any medical or physical issues we 

need to be aware so that we can adjust the training accordingly. 
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Current Body Condition  

Once you have assessed your Needs and Goal’s the next thing that 

needs to be assessed is your current body condition. This will both help 

you align your goals with where you are starting, and it will give you a 

point to track your progress through time. The way I track this with my 

clients is through a full body assessment measuring full body 

centimetres, body fat % and weight.  

To track and monitor results I re-asses my clients every two weeks this 

shows us if we are on track with weight loss, centimetre reduction and 

body fat % loss. It also allows me as a Trainer to make the necessary 

adjustments in training routines and intensity and to adjust dietary 

requirements to make sure we are on track with the goals we have set 

out. Body assessments are also an excellent motivational tool for You, it 

allows you to see the results of all the hard work you are putting in, and 

it keeps your mind focused on the end result. 
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Goal specific workouts 

Once we have worked out your goals and needs and we know what your 

current body composition is. Your Personal Trainer is there to work out 

a training routine that compliments and aligns to your goals. This is 

possibly one of the most important jobs a trainer has to perform.  

Most people when joining a gym will either get a general training 

routine from a magazine or online, head to the gym and follow the 

routine like a robot for weeks on end without variance or change. The 

problem is that these programs are general they tend to work the entire 

body through the week without specific focus. Each one of us has a 

very different body type and shape, our goals are different, the areas we 

want to focus on are different. Some people want shapely arms, others 

want a 6-pack or core strength, some people want to firm up bum and 

thighs. And this is why a Personal Trainer will develop a goal specific 

workout routine for each client. As Trainers we do our best to deliver 

the results you want, we also need to make sure that the routine is fun 

and challenging and that the routine continually changes so that you 

stay excited about coming to the gym. knowing that you are going to 

train hard have fun and be surprised each day with a new exercise or 

combination is often what keeps a lot of my clients coming back day 

after day. 
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Nutritional Advice. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is a saying that goes “You can’t out train a bad diet” and this is 

absolutely true. No matter how hard you training or how many hours 

you spend in the gym if you are not providing your body with the right 

nutrition your results are going to suffer. With the right nutrition your 

results will be almost guaranteed, not only will you achieve a better 

body but you will find that eating correctly will improve your strength, 

stamina and your health. Good Trainers have done their research and 

will be able to give you really good advice regarding your eating habits, 

to help you achieve the best results. Here at G Physiques we take it one 

step further and give you a detailed specific eating plan designed around 

your goals. We also understand that nutrition is an individualised aspect 

and that’s why every 2 weeks when we do the assessments we adjust 

the diet based on the results you have achieved. This guarantees you are 

always on track to achieving your goals. 
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Conclusion 

A Personal Trainer is an indispensable tool to help you achieve the 

exact results you are looking for, when it comes to Health, Fitness and 

achieving the body you deserve. We help guide you in every area from 

motivation and accountability to diet advice and the right training for 

YOU. We understand the struggles and the temptations you go through, 

because believe it or not we are human, and have those exact same 

struggles and temptations. We are passionate about what we do and 

love seeing our clients achieve their goals. We commit everything we 

can to assist you in achieving success. Because your success is our 

success. 

I hope I have shed some light about what a Personal Trainer can help 

you achieve. If you have any other questions or would like to find out 

more about how I can help you achieve your goals send me an email, 

SMS or call me and I will gladly assist you. 

Yours in Health 

Grant Hall 

Trainer and Author 

www.gphysiques.co.za 

fitbody@gphysiques.co.za 

0725181592 
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